TODAY’S CONSUMER…continued from page 74
He was fit for his prosthesis on January 3 and received it January 9, just three months after his accident. He took his first steps
within three hours of being fitted. “I put the prosthesis on him at
the patient table—12 feet from the parallel bars—and he walked
to the parallel bars [on his own],” Crawford recalls “Now he
wasn’t very good, but it was his first time ever on a prosthesis…
and that’s pretty good. For Zach to recover that fast, go through
rehab, heal up from the accident, get his prosthesis, and actually
walk is just unheard of. He’s an inspiration not only to me as a
prosthetist, but his success as a runner is phenomenal.”
Crawford says that Hanf ’s prosthetic solution—a College
Park Soleus foot and the hydraulic Össur Total Knee—will
allow him to transition to running.
Hanf says that taking those first steps were painful, but as
many athletes can attest, although pain can be a sign that you
are pushing your body’s limits, it’s not necessarily an indication
to stop what you are doing. This is his attitude with his prosthesis, and for life in general, Soto says. “I’m on my feet so I don’t
care whether or not it hurts,” Hanf says.
While pain, to varying degrees, will likely be a lifelong challenge for the teenager, learning to walk with a prosthesis came
easier for him thanks to a surprising parallel to cross-country
running. The walking process Crawford coached him to follow
includes an adaptation Hanf had already made to his gait as a
runner. “I have to step onto my heel and roll onto my toe…
[then] the knee unhinges and I kind of swing it a little bit and
it locks out and then I can go back onto the heel. That gait was

Crawford and Hanf.

already part of my everyday walking, so it’s not any different
than what I’d been doing.” The correct form for cross-country
runners is to run on the balls of the feet, Hanf explains, “but it
is well known that distance runners land on their heels and roll
onto their toes.”
Hanf is working in PT and OT to gain the strength, skills, and
confidence to walk properly with a prosthesis and regain balance so he can walk across the stage to accept his high school
diploma. Throughout his recovery and rehabilitation time, Hanf
has maintained a 4.0 grade point average and says college is
definitely in his future. And while he originally wanted to be a
trauma surgeon, an emergency room doctor, or a nurse anesthetist, “something along those lines in which you are going to
be in that dire life-or-death situation,” the accident has led him
to consider a career as a prosthetist, “so I can help other people
in similar situations,” he says.
He is also participating in the Adaptive Sports Program of
Ohio (ASPO) and is training to compete in wheelchair racing
at the state of Ohio high school track meet. ASPO will loan him
a race wheelchair for the competition. According to Hanf and
Soto, this is the first year wheelchair racing will be incorporated
into the state track meet.
Ultimately, Hanf ’s goal is to run again. He says that he knows
his amputation and injuries do not have to hold him back from
pursuing anything he wants to do. “It might be different, it
might be harder, it might take more work, but [I] can still live a
normal life and do anything that anybody else can do.”
“I have a pretty good feeling Zach’s going to be trying [running] in the near future,” Crawford says. “I’m confident of that
because it is Zach.” O&P EDGE

Hanf is training to compete in wheelchair racing
at Ohio’s high school state track meet in June.
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